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ON THE EXISTENCE OF GROUP INVERSES OF PEIRCE
CORNER MATRICES
DAOCHANG ZHANG, DIJANA MOSIC´, AND TIN-YAU TAM
Abstract. We give some statements that are equivalent to the existence
of group inverses of Peirce corner matrices of a 2×2 block matrix and its
generalized Schur complements. As applications, several new results for
the Drazin inverses of the generalized Schur complements and the 2 × 2
block matrix are obtained and some of them generalize several results in
the literature.
1. introduction
The classical Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula
(A − CD−1B)−1 = A−1 + A−1C(D − BA−1C)−1BA−1
expresses the inverse of the Schur complement A−CD−1B of D of the 2×2
block matrix
M =
[
A C
B D
]
in terms of the inverses of A and its Schur complement D − BA−1C of M,
where A and D are invertible matrices, but not necessarily with the same
size, and B and C are matrices with appropriate sizes such that D − BA−1C
(and so A − CD−1B) is invertible [23, 26]. There are applications of in-
verse matrix formulae of such type in various fields such as statistics, opti-
mization, networks, numerical analysis, structural analysis, partial different
equations [12]. Formulae of such type have been developed in the con-
text of generalized inverses, such as the Moore-Penrose inverse [1, 19], the
weighted Moore-Penrose inverse [24], the group inverse [6], the weighted
Drazin inverse [9], the generalized Drazin inverse [10], and the Drazin in-
verse [27].
Researchers have tried to find formulae for the Drazin inverse of M in
terms of its blocks, where A and D are square matrices [13, 14, 20]. This
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problem originates from the singular system of differential equations [3,5],
and was proposed by Campbell andMeyer [4], but it is still an open problem
if no additional assumptions are made on the blocks.
There are also some significant definitions in the ring theory. Let R be a
ring. A ring S ⊆ R (with the same multiplication as R, but not assumed to
have an identity initially) is said to be a corner ring (or simply a corner) of
R if there exists an additive subgroup C ⊆ R such that
(1.1) R = S ⊕C, S · C ⊆ C, and C · S ⊆ C.
In this case, we write S ≺ R , and we call any subgroup C satisfying (1.1)
a complement of the corner ring S in R. In general, such a complement C
is far from being unique. If a corner S of a ring R happens to have a unique
complement, we shall call S a rigid corner of R, and write S ≺r R.
In 2006, Lam [17] proved that a corner ring of any ring R must have an
identity, although this may not be the identity of R.
Remark 1.1. [17, Proposition 2.2] Let S ≺ R, with a complement C. If
1 = e + f for some e ∈ S and f ∈ C, then e is an identity of the ring S . In
particular, the decomposition 1 = e + f is independent of the choice of the
complement C, and e, f are complementary idempotents in R.
Let e, f be complementary idempotents in a ring R. Then Re is called the
Peirce corner of R (arising from the idempotent e) such that
(1) Re := eRe ≺ R, which is the largest subring (resp. corner) of R hav-
ing e as identity element.
(2) Re ≺r R (i.e., Re is rigid in R), with a unique complement
Ce := f Re ⊕ eR f ⊕ f R f = {r ∈ R : ere = 0},
where Ce is called the Peirce complement of Re.
Recall that, for any ring R (with identity), Jacobson’s Lemma states that
if 1 − ab is invertible, then so is 1 − ba and
(1 − ba)−1 = 1 + b(1 − ab)−1a.
The group inverse of a complex square matrix A is the unique matrix A#
such that
AA#A = A, A#AA# = A#, AA# = A#A.
The Drazin inverse of A is the unique matrix Ad such that
AAd = AdA, AdAAd = Ad, Ak = Ak+1Ad,
where k is the smallest non-negative integer such that rank(Ak) = rank(Ak+1),
called index of A and denoted by ind(A). We also denote Ae = AAd and
Api = I − Ae. If ind(A) = 1, then Ad = A#.
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In this paper, our aim is, by the Peirce corner theory, to establish a rela-
tionship between group inverses of a 2 × 2 block matrix and its generalized
Schur complements, and to find statements that are equivalent to the ex-
istence of group inverses of Peirce corner matrices of a 2 × 2 block matrix
and its generalized Schur complements. Utilizing the equivalent statements,
we derive some new results about Drazin inverses of the generalized Schur
complements and the 2 × 2 block matrix, and generalize several results in
the literature.
Throughout this paper, for notational convenience, we denote
S = A − CDdB, s = AeS Ae, Z = D − BAdC, z = DeZDe,
M =
[
A C
B D
]
, E =
[
Ae 0
0 De
]
, ME = EME =
[
AAe AeCDe
DeBAe DDe
]
,
where A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m, and D ∈ Cm×m. Here Cm×n is the set
of m × n complex matrices. We treat
∑n
i=m ∗ = 0 whenever m < n, which
is used in Section 3 and Section 4. We denote by I the identity matrix of
proper size.
2. Existences of group inverses
In this section, we give statements that are equivalent to the existence
of group inverses of Peirce corner matrices of a 2 × 2 block matrix and its
generalized Schur complements.
Here we cite a result which characterizes matrices with the same eigen-
projection.
Lemma 2.1. [7, Theorem 2.1] Let A, B ∈ Cn×n be Drazin invertible. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Api = Bpi;
(2) ApiB = BApi, BApi is nilpotent and B + Api is nonsingular;
(3) I + Ad(B − A) is nonsingular, ApiB = BApi and BApi is nilpotent;
(4) Bd = (I + Ad(B − A))−1Ad;
(5) Bd − Ad = Ad(A − B)Bd.
Now we can give our first main result.
Theorem 2.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) M#
E
exists, and Me
E
= E;
(2) s# exists, and se = Ae;
(3) z# exists, and ze = De;
(4) Api + s is invertible;
(5) I + Ad(s − A) is invertible (or I + Ad(S − I)A is invertible);
(6) sd = (I + Ad(s − A))−1Ad;
(7) Dpi + z is invertible;
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(8) I + Dd(z − D) is invertible (or I + Dd(Z − I)D is invertible);
(9) zd = (I + Dd(z − D))−1Dd;
(10) s#, z# exist, s# = AdCz#BAd + Ad, and AdCz# = s#CDd;
(11) s#, z# exist, z# = DdBs#CDd + Dd, and DdBs# = z#BAd;
(12) M#
E
exists, and
M#E =
[
Ad + AdCz#BAd −AdCz#
−z#BAd z#
]
=
[
s# −s#CDd
−DdBs# DdBs#CDd + Dd
]
.
Proof. We first show the implication (1)⇒(3) holds. Note that we have the
following two representations for the Peirce corner matrix ME of M.
[
AAe AeCDe
DeBAe DDe
]
=
[
Ae 0
DeBAd De
] [
AAe 0
0 DDe − DeBAdCDe
] [
Ae AdCDe
0 De
]
,
(2.1)
[
AAe AeCDe
DeBAe DDe
]
=
[
Ae AeCDd
0 De
] [
AAe − AeCDdBAe 0
0 DDe
] [
Ae 0
DdBAe De
]
.
(2.2)
Let W = {M ∈ Cn×n} and WE = {ME ∈ C
n×n}. We observe that all of the
matrices above are contained in the Peirce corner WE of W with identity
E. Since WE is a finite dimensional algebra over C with identity E, by
EME = MEE = ME, we conclude that WE is Dedekind finite (see [18,
Corollary 21.27]), i.e., if XY = E then YX = E for the arbitrary X, Y ∈WE.
Since [
Ae 0
−DeBAd De
]
ME
[
Ae −AdCDe
0 De
]
=
[
AAe 0
0 DeZDe
]
and [
AAe 0
0 DeZDe
]
×
[
Ae AdCDe
0 De
]
M#E
[
Ae 0
DeBAd De
]
= E,
we conclude that
[
AAe 0
0 DeZDe
]#
exists, and
[
AAe 0
0 DeZDe
]e
= E. Then,
by the uniqueness of the group inverse, z# exists and ze = De.
Similarly, it can be proved that (1), (2), and (3) are equivalent.
To prove that the implications (1)⇒(10) and (1)⇒(11) hold, we combine
the equivalence of (1), (2), and (3) to give
[
Ae −AdCDe
0 De
] [
Ad 0
0 z#
] [
Ae 0
−DeBAd De
]
=
[
Ae 0
−DdBAe De
] [
s# 0
0 Dd
] [
Ae −AeCDd
0 De
]
,
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i.e., [
Ad + AdCz#BAd −AdCz#
−z#BAd z#
]
=
[
s# −s#CDd
−DdBs# DdBs#CDd + Dd
]
,
and so
s# = Ad + AdCz#BAd, s#CDd = AdCz#,
DdBs# = z#BAd, z# = DdBs#CDd + Dd.
The implication (10)⇒(2) holds because
s# = AdCz#BAd+Ad = s#CDdBAd+Ad = s#(A−S )Ad+Ad = s#− s#S Ad+Ad
implies Ad = s#S Ad. Hence, Ae = AdA = s#S AdA = s#AeS Ae = s#s = se.
In a similar way, we can verify that (11)⇒(3). Thus, (1), (2), (3), (10),
and (11) are equivalent.
By (2.1), (2.2), and simple calculation, we obtain the representation of
M#E in (12) and the equivalence between (12), and (1)–(3) holds.
The rest can be obtained by Lemma 2.1 and Jacobson’s Lemma. 
The equivalent statements in the above theorem distinctly provide rela-
tionship between the existence of group inverses of Peirce corner matrices
of a 2 × 2 block matrix and its generalized Schur complements. Although
some extra assumptions are imposed, the theorem yields a new method in
the research field and can combine the two different research directions of
the generalized inverses of the generalized Schur complements and the 2×2
block matrix. The result is applied to Section 3 and Section 4, and general-
izes a few results in the literature.
We next conclude with a remark to provide for the application in Section
3.
Remark 2.3. We note that [27, Lemma 2.4] states if AdCDpiZdBAd =
AdCDdZpiBAd, then s# exists and s# = Ad + AdCZdBAd, and so se = Ae.
In this case, by Theorem 2.2, s# = Ad + AdCz#BAd. Since the group inverse
of s is unique, we can obtain if AdCDpiZdBAd = AdCDdZpiBAd, then
AdCZdBAd = AdCz#BAd.
We can also conclude that if DdBApiS dCDd = DdBAdS piCDd, then z# ex-
ists, z# = Dd + DdBS dCDd and ze = De. Similarly, if DdBApiS dCDd =
DdBAdS piCDd, then
DdBS dCDd = DdBs#CDd.
Applying Jacobson’s Lemma, we can obtain equivalent statements that
are similar to those in Theorem 2.2. Furthermore, similar to Theorem 2.2,
by [16, Theorem 2.3] or [7, Lemma 1.1], we can verify a remark as follows.
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Remark 2.4. (a) Let Z = D − BAdC, z1 = D
piZDpi,
M =
[
A C
B D
]
, G =
[
Ae 0
0 Dpi
]
, MG = GMG =
[
AAe AeCDpi
DpiBAe DDpi
]
,
where A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m, and D ∈ Cm×m. The following
statements are equivalent:
(1) M#G exists, and M
e
G
= G;
(2) z#1 exists, and z
e
1
= Dpi;
(3) De + z1 is invertible;
(4) I + Dpi(z1 − I) is invertible (or I + D
pi(Z − I) is invertible);
(5) M#G exists, and
M#G =
[
Ad + AdCz#
1
BAd −AdCz#
1
−z#
1
BAd z#
1
]
.
(b) Let S = A −CDdB, s1 = A
piS Api,
M =
[
A C
B D
]
, H =
[
Api 0
0 De
]
, MH = HMH =
[
AApi ApiCDe
DeBApi DDe
]
,
where A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m, D ∈ Cm×m. The following statements
are equivalent:
(1) M#
H
exists, and Me
H
= H;
(2) s#
1
exists, and se
1
= Api;
(3) Ae + s1 is invertible;
(4) I + Api(s1 − I) is invertible (or I + A
pi(S − I) is invertible);
(5) M#
H
exists, and
M#H =
[
s#
1
−s#
1
CDd
−DdBs#1 D
dBs#1CD
d
+ Dd
]
.
By direct calculation, we can obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. (a) The following statements are equivalent:
(1) M#E exists, and
M#E =
[
Ad + AdCzdBAd −AdCzd
−zdBAd zd
]
;
(2) z# exists, AdCzpiDe = 0 and DezpiBAd = 0;
(3) z# exists, AdCze = AdCDe and DeBAd = zeBAd.
(b) The following statements are equivalent:
(1) M#
E
exists, and
M#E =
[
sd −sdCDd
−DdBsd DdBsdCDd + Dd
]
;
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(2) s# exists, AespiCDd = 0 and DdBspiAe = 0;
(3) s# exists, AeCDd = seCDd and DdBse = DdBAe.
We note that Me
E
=
[
Ae 0
0 ze
]
in Corollary 2.5(a). If we assume AdCze =
AdCDe and DeBAd = zeBAd, then AdCDpizdBAd = 0 = AdCDdzpiBAd.
In the following result, we present necessary and sufficient conditions
for the solvability of a matrix equation, and give the the expression of the
general solution if the system is solvable.
Theorem 2.6. Let A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m, and D ∈ Cm×m. The
system
(2.3)
[
A C
B D
] [
AeX
ZeY
]
=
[
Ae
0
]
has a solution if and only if ApiCZdBAd = 0 and ZpiBAd = 0. In this case,
the general solution is
X = Ad + AdCZdBAd + ApiU and Y = −ZdBAd + ZpiV,
for arbitrary U ∈ Cn×n and V ∈ Cm×n.
Proof. If the system (2.3) has a solution, then
(2.4) AAeX + CZeY = Ae,
and
(2.5) BAeX + DZeY = 0.
By (2.4), we have
(2.6) AeX = Ad − AdCZeY
which is substituted into (2.5) to have BAd − BAdCZeY + DZeY = 0, i.e.,
−BAd = (D − BAdC)ZeY = ZZeY.
Then
(2.7) ZeY = −ZdBAd,
which is substituted into (2.6) to have
(2.8) AeX = Ad + AdCZdBAd.
Therefore,
Ae = A(AeX) +C(ZeY) = AAd + AAdCZdBAd −CZdBAd
= Ae − ApiCZdBAd
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gives ApiCZdBAd = 0. We obtain
0 = B(AeX) + D(ZeY) = BAd + BAdCZdBAd − DZdBAd
= BAd − ZZdBAd = ZpiBAd.
Following [2, p. 52], we get the general solution of AeX = Ad + AdCZdBAd
as X = Ad+AdCZdBAd+ApiU, for arbitrary U ∈ Cn×n. Similarly, the general
solution of the matrix equation ZeY = −ZdBAd is Y = −ZdBAd + ZpiV , for
arbitrary V ∈ Cm×n.
Suppose that ApiCZdBAd = 0 and ZpiBAd = 0. Set X = Ad + AdCZdBAd +
ApiU and Y = −ZdBAd + ZpiV , for arbitrary U ∈ Cn×n and V ∈ Cm×n. We can
easily verify that AAeX+CZeY = Ae and BAeX+DZeY = 0, i.e., the system
(2.3) has a solution. 
We next consider the group inverse of s under the above equivalence
restriction.
Corollary 2.7. Let A ∈ Cn×n, B ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cn×m, D ∈ Cm×m, and let
AdCDpiZdBAd = 0. If the system (2.3) has a solution, then s# exists,
s# = Ad + AdCZdBAd,
and se = Ae.
Proof. Note that (2.4) −CDd × (2.5) yields
Ae = AAeX + CZeY −CDdBAeX −CDeZeY.
Then
Ae = AAeX − AeCDdBAeX + AeCDpiZeY,
which implies, by (2.7) and AdCDpiZdBAd = 0,
Ae = AAeX − AeCDdBAeX = sAeX.
By (2.8),
Ae = s(Ad + AdCZdBAd).
Since WAe = {A
eM′Ae ∈ Cn×n : M′ ∈ Cn×n} is a finite dimensional algebra
over C with identity Ae, by AeMAe = MAeA
e
= MAe, we conclude that WAe
is also Dedekind finite as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Then
Ae = (Ad + AdCZdBAd)s.
Thus s# exists,
s# = Ad + AdCZdBAd,
and se = Ae. 
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3. applications to S d and Zd
Applying Theorem 2.2, we obtain new results for the Drazin inverses of
the generalized Schur complements S and Z in this section. As a conse-
quence, we generalize several results in the literature, and recover some
generalized Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formulae.
We first need a existing lemma. In what follows, recall that s = AAdS AAd
and z = DDdZDDd.
Lemma 3.1. [27] If ApiCDdB = 0, then s = S AAd and
S d = sd +
k−1∑
i=0
(sd)i+2S AiApi,
where k = ind(A).
By Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.2, we get the following result.
Theorem 3.2. If any of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, and ApiCDdB = 0,
then
S d = s# +
k−1∑
i=0
(s#)i+2S AiApi,
where s# = AdCz#BAd + Ad, and k = ind(A).
The following conclusion follows from Remark 2.3 and Theorem 3.2,
because AdCDpiZdBAd = AdCDdZpiBAd implies that s# exists and se = Ae,
which belongs in one of the equivalent statements in Theorem 2.2, and also
AdCZdBAd = AdCz#BAd.
Corollary 3.3. [27, Theorem 2.5] If ApiCDdB = 0 and AdCDpiZdBAd =
AdCDdZpiBAd, then
S d = Ad + AdCZdBAd +
k−1∑
i=0
(Ad + AdCZdBAd)i+2S AiApi,
or alternatively
S d = Ad + AdCZdBAd −
k−1∑
i=0
(Ad + AdCZdBAd)i+1AdCZdBAiApi
+
k−1∑
i=0
(Ad + AdCZdBAd)i+1AdC(ZdDpi − ZpiDd)BAi,
where k = ind(A).
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We can see from [27] howCorollary 3.3 gives and generalizes the Sherman-
Morrison-Woodbury formula and some results in [11, 21, 22, 25].
The following corollary, which is a dual version of Theorem 3.2, can be
proved similarly.
Corollary 3.4. If any of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, and CDdBApi = 0,
then s = AAdS , and
S d = s# +
k−1∑
i=0
ApiAiS (s#)i+2,
where s# = AdCz#BAd + Ad, and k = ind(A).
We would like to point out that Corollary 3.4 generalizes [21, Theorem
3], [11, Theorem 2.2], [22, Theorem 2.2], and [25, Theorem 2.1].
Similarly, we can obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.5. If any of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, and DpiBAdC = 0,
then z = ZDDd and
Zd = z# +
k−1∑
i=0
(z#)i+2ZDiDpi,
where z# = DdBs#CDd + Dd, and k = ind(D).
4. applications to Md
Under new conditons, using Theorem 2.2, we present several representa-
tions for the Drazin inverse of a 2 × 2 block matrix M in terms of its blocks
and also elements z and s which include corresponding generalized Schur
complements.
We cite one result as follows.
Lemma 4.1. [15, Theorem 2.1] Let P and Q ∈ Cn×n. If PQ = 0, then
(P + Q)d = Qpi
t−1∑
i=0
Qi(Pd)i+1 +
s−1∑
i=0
(Qd)i+1PiPpi,
where s = ind(P) and t = ind(Q).
In the case that one of equivalent statements of Theorem 2.2 holds, ACDpi =
0 and DBApi = 0, we obtain the following representation for the Drazin in-
verse of M.
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Theorem 4.2. If any of (1)–(12) of Theorem 2.2 is valid, ACDpi = 0, and
DBApi = 0, then
Md =
([
(CBApi)pi 0
0 (BCDpi)pi
]
−
t−1∑
m=1
[
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
BApi(CBApi)d 0
]m [
AmApi 0
0 DmDpi
]
×
r−1∑
i=0
[
AApi CDpi
BApi DDpi
]i (
I +
[
0 ApiCDe
DpiBAe 0
]
P#1
)
(P#1)
i+1
+
([
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
BApi(CBApi)d 0
]
+
t−1∑
n=1
[
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
BApi(CBApi)d 0
]n+1 [
AnApi 0
0 DnDpi
]
×
([
Api 0
0 Dpi
]
−
[
0 ApiCDe
DpiBAe 0
]
P#1
)
,(4.1)
where t = max{ind(A), ind(D)}, r = ind
([
AApi CDpi
BApi DDpi
])
, and
P#1 =
[
Ad + AdCz#BAd −AdCz#
−z#BAd z#
]
=
[
s# −s#CDd
−DdBs# DdBs#CDd + Dd
]
.
Proof. We can write M = P + Q, where
P =
[
AAe CDe
BAe DDe
]
and Q =
[
AApi CDpi
BApi DDpi
]
.
Since PQ = 0, then, by Lemma 4.1,
Md = Qpi
ind(Q)−1∑
i=0
Qi(Pd)i+1 +
ind(P)−1∑
i=0
(Qd)i+1PiPpi.
Suppose that P = P1 + P2, where
P1 =
[
AAe AeCDe
DeBAe DDe
]
and P2 =
[
0 ApiCDe
DpiBAe 0
]
.
Then P1P2 = 0 and P
2
2 = 0. Using Lemma 4.1, we get
Pd = P#1 + P2(P
#
1)
2
= (I + P2P
#
1)P
#
1,
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where the expression for P#
1
follows by Theorem 2.2. By P1P
#
1
=
[
Ae 0
0 De
]
,
we observe that, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,
PiPpi =
[
AAe CDe
BAe DDe
]i ([
Api 0
0 Dpi
]
−
[
0 ApiCDe
DpiBAe 0
]
P#1
)
= 0.
For
Q1 =
[
AApi 0
0 DDpi
]
and Q2 =
[
0 CDpi
BApi 0
]
,
we have Q = Q1 + Q2, Q1Q2 = 0 and Q1 is nilpotent. By [8, Theorem 2.1],
Qd2 =
[
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
BApi(CBApi)d 0
]
.
Applying Lemma 4.1 again, we obtain
Qd =
ind(Q1)−1∑
n=0
(Qd2)
n+1Qn1
and so
Qpi = Qpi2 −
ind(Q1)−1∑
m=1
(Qd2)
mQm1 .
By direct computation, we obtain (4.1). 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.2, we obtain another expressions for Md.
Corollary 4.3. Let t, r and P#
1
be defined as in Theorem 4.2.
(a) If AC = 0 and DB = 0, then
Md =
([
(CBApi)pi 0
0 (BCDpi)pi
]
−
t−1∑
m=1
[
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
B(CBApi)d 0
]m [
AmApi 0
0 DmDpi
]
×
r−1∑
i=0
[
AApi CDpi
BApi DDpi
]i [
(Ad)i+1 C(Dd)i+2
B(Ad)i+2 (Dd)i+1
]
+
[
−(CBApi)dCBAd (CBApi)dCDpi
B(CBApi)d −B(CBApi)dCDd
]
+
t−1∑
n=1
[
0 (CBApi)dCDpi
B(CBApi)d 0
]n+1 [
AnApi 0
0 DnDpi
]
.(4.2)
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(b) If any of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, CDpi = 0 and BApi = 0, then
(4.3) Md =
t−1∑
i=0
[
AApi 0
0 DDpi
]i (
I +
[
0 ApiC
DpiB 0
]
P#1
)
(P#1)
i+1
.
If any one of equivalent statements in Theorem 2.2 holds, ApiCD = 0, and
DpiBA = 0, then one more formula for Md is given.
Theorem 4.4. If any one of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, ApiCD = 0,
and DpiBA = 0, then
Md =
([
Api 0
0 Dpi
]
− P#1
[
0 AeCDpi
DeBApi 0
])
×
[[
0 (ApiCB)dApiC
DpiB(ApiCB)d 0
]
+
t−1∑
n=1
[
AnApi 0
0 DnDpi
] [
0 (ApiCB)dApiC
DpiB(ApiCB)d
]n+1
+
q−1∑
i=0
(P#1)
i+1
(
I + P#1
[
0 AeCDpi
DeBApi 0
]) [
AApi ApiC
DpiB DDpi
]i
×
[[
(ApiCB)pi 0
0 (DpiBC)pi
]
−
t−1∑
m=1
[
AmApi 0
0 DmDpi
] [
0 (ApiCB)dApiC
DpiB(ApiCB)d
]m ,(4.4)
where t = max{ind(A), ind(D)}, q = ind
([
AApi ApiC
DpiB DDpi
])
and P#1 is defined as
in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. Using the following decompositions
M =
[
AAe AeC
DeB DDe
]
+
[
AApi ApiC
DpiB DDpi
]
:= P + Q,
P =
[
AAe AeCDe
DeBAe DDe
]
+
[
0 AeCDpi
DeBApi 0
]
:= P1 + P2,
Q =
[
AApi 0
0 DDpi
]
+
[
0 ApiC
DpiB 0
]
:= Q1 + Q2,
we establish (4.4) similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Applying Theorem 4.4, we obtain the following result.
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Corollary 4.5. Let t, q and P#
1
be defined as in Theorem 4.4.
(a) If CD = 0 and BA = 0, then
Md =
[
−AdCB(ApiCB)d (ApiCB)dApiC
DpiB(ApiCB)d −DdB(ApiCB)dC
]
+
t−1∑
n=1
[
AnApi 0
0 DnDpi
] [
0 (ApiCB)dApiC
DpiB(ApiCB)d
]n+1
+
q−1∑
i=0
[
(Ad)i+1 (Ad)i+2C
(Dd)i+2B (Dd)i+1
] [
AApi ApiC
DpiB DDpi
]i
×
[[
(ApiCB)pi 0
0 (DpiBC)pi
]
−
t−1∑
m=1
[
AmApi 0
0 DmDpi
] [
0 (ApiCB)dC
DpiB(ApiCB)d
]m .
(b) If any of (1)–(12) in Theorem 2.2 is valid, ApiC = 0, and DpiB = 0,
then
Md =
t−1∑
i=0
(P#1)
i+1
(
I + P#1
[
0 CDpi
BApi 0
]) [
AApi 0
0 DDpi
]i
.
We now provide an example to illustrate our results.
Example 4.6. Consider the 2 × 2 block matrices M =
[
A C
B D
]
, where
A =

1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
, C =

0 0
0 0
0 2
, B =
[
1 1 1
0 0 0
]
, and D =
[
0 1
0 0
]
. Then
A# = A and Dd = 0. Since AC = 0 and DB = 0, we apply Corollary 4.3(a)
to obtain
Md =

1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

.
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